CONGRATULATIONS!

IN CHOOSING REXAIR YOU HAVE CHosen THE BEST!

We make that statement because of Rexair’s many unique and exclusive features; because of the extensive laboratory research carried out beforehand by highly skilled engineers; and because of the precise manufacturing methods employed in building a product of such outstanding QUALITY, constant POWER, extreme EFFECTIVENESS and EASE OF OPERATION.

You have seen with your own eyes the Rexair in operation, but as you read through the pages of your Owners Manual, this entire new concept of home sanitation will again be revealed to you. You will again see all of what Rexair is, what it does and HOW it quietly and smoothly performs so many, many jobs for you. Particularly will you see more clearly than ever how Rexair can contribute greatly to the comfort and well-being of you and your family.

You are going to enjoy immensely using your versatile Rexair, and the more you use it, the better you will like it. Especially will you appreciate the QUIET way Rexair freshens and humidifies the very air you breathe. And you will discover that cleaning with Rexair is actually a pleasure. This, because with Rexair, you clean CLEAN—dust and dirt are trapped in water, unable to escape.

Then, when you have finished cleaning, you are certain to like the easy way you dispose of the collected dust and dirt. Just pour it away—that’s all there is to it. No dirty bag to empty, to shake out or throw away—no choking clouds of dust to inhale into your lungs.

We sincerely thank you for your patronage and strongly urge that you read very carefully your Owners Manual from cover to cover. We have carefully prepared the Owners Manual with YOU in mind. We feel it will assist you greatly in obtaining more enjoyment and longer service from your all-new Rexair Rainbow Conditioner and Cleaner, an appliance of many uses. The Manual covers some of these many uses of Rexair and clearly tells you how to operate and take care of your machine, so that it will give you years of faithful service.

REXAIR DIVISION,
WARD INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
Manufacturers and Distributors of the Rexair

WARD INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
DETOIT 28, MICH.
The MODERN Appliance for the MODERN Home that Swivels on Plastic, Washes the Air You Breathe With Dewdrops of Cleanliness and Cleans CLEAN by Trapping Dust and Dirt in Water.
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The dust-laden air in this room is unhealthful because bacteria or germs have no means of movement by themselves. They must either ride as passengers on dust particles, be conveyed by air currents or be expelled into surrounding air by coughs, sneezes or even the speech of persons who have infected throats or nasal tissues, even "colds."

This dust is carried in day after day on shoes and clothing. In winter, heating systems blast it at us, and in summer, it floats in through open windows.

REXAIR now gives the housewife a truly effective method of ridding the air in the home of this ever-present dangerous dust and dirt, and so reduces its concentration as to be almost negligible.

In addition to the thousands of particles of dust in the air PER CUBIC INCH in every city, more dust is created in the home itself by ordinary wear and tear on upholstery, blankets, rugs and the like.

Old-fashioned cleaning methods cannot eliminate dust. In fact, they aggravate the condition by taking dust from the floor and furnishings and throwing it into the air—the air you breathe! Even the most modern cleaning appliances are unable to master this condition without a "dampening element."

With REXAIR, you will want to eliminate the dust cloth, the dust mop, the broom and the electric sweeper.

Nature has its own way of controlling the dust in the air we breathe OUTDOORS by washing the air with rain, snow, sleet, fog and dew. The secret is that WET DUST CANNOT FLY.

Have you ever wondered why this principle couldn’t be applied to the cleaning of your home? Why dust couldn’t be trapped in water, from which it could not escape?

REXAIR’S exclusive and patented separator is the answer. Whirling quietly but at an amazing speed, it creates a giant rainstorm which washes the dust from the air and traps it in water. This washed air is then returned to the room, cleaned and humidified. The drowned dust—which cannot escape—then poured away, out of the house forever.
CLEANING PRINCIPLE
Rexair's high-suction fan assembly removes deeply-imbedded dirt.

The Rexair BLOWER END (with blower cap off) and the peripheral exhaust (with blower cap in place) discharges clean, washed air.

Rexair's 3/4-horsepower motor has sealed bearings, needs no oiling, washes 45 cubic feet of air per minute and is approved by Underwriters' Laboratory, Inc.

Air, dust and dirt are quietly but rapidly drawn into the SUCTION END of the Rexair, the dust and dirt being washed from the air in a turbulent bath of water.

The easy-to-reach switch makes the Rexair easy to turn on or off—a flick of the toe on the switch starts or stops the machine.

The Rexair separator traps dust and dirt in the crystal-clear water basin.

Water level—EVEN WITH TOP OF POST IN BOTTOM OF BASIN.

The water basin uses TWO QUARTS of regular tap water.

YOUR REXAIR POWER UNIT

- It FRESHENS the air in your home with dewdrops of cleanliness—takes dust out of the air and drowns it in water, actually WASHING the air as you wash clothing. It helps to free your home of stale, stuffy air; fills it with clean, washed air.

- Your Rexair assists in HUMIDIFICATION. In winter, when the air in your home is dried out by heating, run your Rexair for a short period of time every day without attachments. You will find that Rexair promotes breathing comfort.

- Rexair not only washes the air and humidifies, but it also DEODORIZES. With Rexair's new and sensational deodorizing agent, cooking odors, paint odors and other objectionable household odors are eliminated.

- Your Rexair can be used to VAPORIZER medicaments. Consult your doctor as to what to use when troubled by nasal stuffiness or respiratory disturbances. Use regular tap water in the transparent basin. Your Rexair vaporizes quickly and effectively.

While WASHING the air, HUMIDIFYING, DEODORIZING or VAPORIZING, Rexair, by trapping dust and pollen in water, also RELIEVES ALLERGY SUFFERERS. Many sufferers from house dust pollens and certain mold allergies have found relief from asthmatic and hay fever (Allergic Rhinitis) attacks.

- Your Rexair with attachments DOES EVERY KIND OF CLEANING JOB. It cleans and shampoos rugs and carpets; waxes floors; cleans walls; cleans upholstery and drapes; dusts polished furniture, lamps and venetian blinds; and cleans wherever dust and dirt are found. And Rexair is so easy to handle—it SWIVELS ON PLASTIC.

YOUR REXAIR FINALLY ANSWERS THE AGE-OLD QUESTION OF EVERY HOUSEWIFE—"HOW CAN I RID MY HOME OF DUST AND DIRT?"
FIRST STEP
Before using your Rexair, ADD regular tap water up to the top of the post which is located in the center of the basin, the correct water level.

SECOND STEP
CLAMP ON POWER UNIT. Set the power unit over basin. Hook the two clamps—one on each side of power unit—to the rim of the water basin and snap up.

THIRD STEP
CONNECT TO ELECTRICAL OUTLET. Rexair's long cord permits you to reach any part of the room without changing from one outlet to another. It's easy to reach hard-to-get-at corners.

FOURTH STEP
SNAP SWITCH ON POWER UNIT. A flick of your finger or a touch of your toe on the switch starts the Rexair.
Rexair washes the air you breathe. The air in the average home contains large amounts of dust, lint and other foreign substances. Run your Rexair without attachments in any desired area for about an hour every day. You will be surprised at the way it freshens the air with dewdrops of cleanliness and promotes breathing comfort. Rexair takes this dust from the air and drowns it in water.

Rexair promotes sleeping comfort. For easier breathing and more restful sleep, run your Rexair in your bedroom for half an hour before retiring at night. Place the unit in the bedroom, close doors and windows. Turn the Rexair off as you get into bed.
In winter, the air in the average home often becomes excessively dry. Run your Rexair without attachments to humidify the air you breathe. By using your Rexair daily in this manner, you help maintain the proper humidity.

By adding a few drops of your favorite deodorizer to the water and running your Rexair without attachments, you can quickly freshen the air and remove tobacco, sick-room, cooking, painting and other objectionable household odors.

Place a few drops of the inhalant recommended by your doctor in the water in the basin of your Rexair. Run the machine without attachments for a few minutes. Breathe deeply and relax in the restful comfort your Rexair promotes. Consult your doctor as to proper medications to use for stuffy head colds.
HOW TO OPERATE YOUR

REXAIR'S NEW VINYL HOSE—
the latest development in hoses
—is LIGHTER IN WEIGHT and
truly flexible. And it's the
easiest of all to handle. It will
stay new-looking longer—no
fraying, no unsightly fabric.
Made of tough vinyl over vinyl-
protected spring wire, it is ex-
tremely pliable and can always
be kept clean. It will not rust
or rot. It's topped off with Rex-
air's "Better Grip" handle—

better grip for the hands, better
grip on the handle.

REXAIR'S NEW RUG TOOL is
the finest in the field of home
sanitation. Far advanced in de-
sign, it distributes the suction
to simultaneously remove SUR-
FACE LITTER and DEEPLY IMBEOOED DIRT. The dirt
vanishes at any edge of the
Rug Tool, whether it be in cor-
ers, against baseboards or un-
der furniture—it cannot escape.

For removing dirt and dust from rugs and carpets

Your new REXAIR SWIVELS ON PLASTIC... as smooth as
butter. Set the machine in the center of the room and completely
clean everything without moving it.

Now insert the long, curved wand into the Rug Tool, matching
grooves in Rug Tool with "bumps" on wand. Give Tool a half
turn. It's now in operating position and will swivel easily for
cleaning under and around low furniture. Now connect the
straight wand and handle (short curved wand) and insert into
lower wand. Connect hose by pushing soft end of hose well over
"bump" on handle. Insert other end of hose into the SUCTION
end of the REXAIR until hose "clicks." (To remove hose, simply
press spot on hose marked "PRESS" and pull hose free of
machine.)

REXAIR'S NEW SUCTION REGULATOR is found on top of
handle. For FULL POWER, Suction Regulator band should
completely close opening in handle. For REDUCED SUCTION,
when cleaning scatter rugs and delicate fabrics such as lamp
shades, curtains, drapes, etc., push band so that opening in han-
dle is exposed. As you clean, you can quickly determine the
proper adjustment.

To properly position brush on Rug Tool, loosen the two set-
screws on back of Tool, move brush assembly to proper position
and tighten screws. The brush should extend from the bottom of
the Rug Tool between 1/2 and 1/6 of an inch when Tool is in-
verted, this position being correct for all rugs.

Now hold the handle at a comfortable angle and slowly guide
Rug Tool back and forth in SMOOTH, FREE and EASY
strokes. Let the Rug Tool and the REXAIR do the work. To PICK
UP SURFACE LITTER, drop the handle a few inches and the
brush on Rug Tool will contact rug or carpet. Raise handle and
the brush rides free.

To CLEAN STAIR CARPETs, simply attach handle directly
to lower wand and Rug Tool. This shortens over-all wand length
and enables you to clean a step or two at a time with perfect
ease. Your REXAIR rests solidly on the stairs and there is no
danger of it "tip-toeing" down stairs.

REXAIR GETS UNDER LOW FURNITURE WITH EASE.
Simply twist the handle so that it is sideways, lower it and guide
Rug Tool beneath your low furniture. THERE IS NO NEED
TO MOVE FURNITURE.
Clean Floors CLEAN with Rexair

Cleaning polished floors, bare surfaces and walls is done with Rexair's new combination FLOOR and WALL BRUSH. Attach the Floor and Wall Brush the same as you attach the Rug Tool. Insert the long, curved wand into the tool, matching grooves in the tool with the "bumps" on wand. Give the tool a half turn and it's in operating position.

To clean under low furniture, simply twist the handle so that it is sideways, lower and guide tool beneath beds, upholstered chairs, etc. The tool swivels on the end of the wand and stays flush against floor, keeping the suction constant.

If dust and lint stick to the Floor and Wall Brush, simply "brush" it clean with open end of hose.

Clean Walls CLEAN with Rexair

It is essential that dust and dirt from cracks and crevices are removed before floor damage from scratching occurs. This, along with surface dirt, is removed by being drawn into the Rexair and trapped in water. Polished floors STAY BRIGHTER LONGER when given this attention.

Walls—papered or painted—STAY CLEANER LONGER when dust and dirt are periodically removed from them. It's easy to get up into far corners with Rexair's new Floor and Wall Brush. And it's nice to be sure when reaching overhead that the brush is locked on and stays on.

YOUR REXAIR FLOOR BRUSH will work more effectively and will last longer if cleaned occasionally. Remove the rubber furniture guard and snap off brush from holder. Wash brush in soapy water, not too hot. Reassemble when dry, making sure the beaded edge of rubber guard is up.
CLEAN UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE WITH Rexair

AND BE SURE IT’S CLEAN

Frequent cleaning of upholstered furniture is strongly recommended. Dust and dirt in hard-to-get-at places attract moths and deeply imbedded dirt cuts appreciably the life of outer fabrics.

For removing this deeply imbedded dirt from your upholstered furniture, use Rexair’s new UPHOLSTERY TOOL, truly a versatile attachment. Use the Upholstery Tool with the top curved wand (handle). Work with slow, even strokes over the areas to be cleaned. For surface litter clinging to upholstered furniture, use Rexair’s new UPHOLSTERY TOOL BRUSH. Simply slide the bottom of the Upholstery Tool into the slots on top of the brush from the open end. Push the tool as far across the top of the brush as it will go. Fabrics are cleaned CLEAN with this combination. The Upholstery Tool Brush too can be “brushed” clean of dust and lint by whisking the open end of hose back and forth across the bristles.

To get the dust and dirt in hard-to-get-at crevices and between cushions, slip on Rexair’s CREVICE TOOL. Again, use just the top curved wand (handle). You can be sure your upholstered furniture is clean with this double-barrelled treatment.
Regardless of the amount of dust and dirt on furniture, venetian blinds, lamp shades, lighting fixtures, mouldings, etc., Rexair's quiet but tremendous suction drowns the dust and dirt in water, releasing clean, fresh air back into the room.

To effectively solve this universal problem, simply attach Rexair's DUSTING BRUSH to the top curved wand. Pass the brush lightly over whatever is to be cleaned. The soft bristles of the Dusting Brush will not harm your finest polished furniture, fixtures or fabrics.

Dust collects too in numerous other places in the home—on radios, television sets, picture frames, window sills, shelves, baseboards, pianos (inside and out), chairs, tables, desks, heat vents and many other places. Regardless of where dust is found, however, you eliminate it with Rexair, the MODERN way to clean. For "high places" or "low places," simply use the straight middle wand along with the handle, attaching the Dusting Brush to the end of the straight wand. There's no need to either "bend or climb."

In dusting in some areas—fragile drapes, lamp shades, etc.—you may not need all of Rexair's constant powerful suction. We remind you in this instance of the Suction Regulator: for full power, simply CLOSE opening in handle; for reduced power, EXPOSE opening. Here again, experimentation will help you to quickly determine the suction power to use.

It's easy to keep the Dusting Brush clean. Whisk the open end of the hose back and forth over the bristles to remove dust and lint; pull brush from rubber holder and wash with soap and water—not too hot—to remove greasy dirt.
There are many narrow spaces that would be impossible to clean were it not for Rexair's CREV-ICE TOOL. For cleaning between radiator sections and under radiators, along the edges between rugs and baseboards, and down deep between automobile seat cushions and back cushions, attach the Crevice Tool to the top wand (handle) and you have "suction at its best." You will be absolutely amazed at the speed with which the dust and dirt disappear.

The Crevice Tool can also be attached to the end of the straight middle wand section if more wand-length is needed.

For concentrated blowing action—airing out closets, bedding and carpeting—simply attach the hose to the BLOWER end of the Rexair. A strong, steady stream of clean, fresh air is expelled from the end of the Crevice Tool.
HOW TO USE REXAIR SPRAYER:
Fill pint sprayer jar ¾ full of solution to be used, put on Sprayer and attach to handle. Attach hose to BLOWER end and turn on the Rexair. Use thumb to push down plunger (A) on top of Sprayer. If spray is too heavy, turn plunger button clockwise, spraying after each turn to see if right degree of spray is produced. If spray is too fine, turn plunger button counter-clockwise until right degree of spray is produced. Keep spray tip (B) tightened at all times.

Releasing pressure on plunger automatically stops spray—it is not necessary to turn the Rexair on and off, as Sprayer will not operate unless plunger is depressed.

When through spraying, clean jar, spray tip and Sprayer. This will avoid clogging caused by particles being left to stick and harden in tubing.

HOW TO EMPTY WATER BASIN:
Release the two clamps that hold the power unit to the water basin. Remove power unit, pick up water basin, pour the dirty water down the drain and flush it away.
(When cleaning for prolonged periods, or when cleaning in exceptionally dirty areas, empty the water basin about every 30 minutes and refill with fresh water.)
To help preserve the color and add to the life of your rugs, periodically shampoo them with an approved solution. Rexair's companion product, REXAIR SHAMPOO for Rugs and Upholstery, is ideal.

To shampoo rugs, fill sprayer jar about \( \frac{3}{4} \) full of solution mixed according to instructions, attach hose to BLOWER end of Rexair and spray solution on rug, working small section at a time. DO NOT SATURATE RUG. Use the Floor Brush with all three wand sections to work the shampoo into the nap of the rug. Then attach hose to wands and to the SUCTION end of Rexair. Pick up the moist dirt by drawing the Floor Brush over rug in direction of nap. Your rugs will dry quickly and evenly.

Shampoo your upholstered furniture in the same manner, using Upholstery Tool and Upholstery Brush with handle section of wands only.

It is easy to wax floors and linoleum with the Rexair Sprayer. After the surface has been cleaned, fill sprayer jar about \( \frac{3}{4} \) full with a water-soluble, self-polishing wax. REXGLO FLOOR WAX is just such a wax. For best results, apply evenly and lightly to surface of floor and let dry. In about 20 minutes, your floor will have a hard, lustrous finish.

Immediately upon finishing the application of wax, clean Sprayer by filling spray jar with hot water and spraying into water basin. This cleans both tube and spray tip.
All such materials as felt, wool, fur etc., need constant protection against the pesky moth.

To effectively protect clothing, blankets and other fabrics from moth damage, use an approved liquid moth-proofer such as Rexair's REXIDE. Fill the sprayer jar according to directions, attach Sprayer to top wand (handle) and attach hose to BLOWER end of Rexair. To spray, simply turn on the Rexair and hold thumb over the plunger on Sprayer. Use a fine spray or mist and spread as evenly as possible until surface is thoroughly moist. Both sides and inside seams of clothing and both sides of blankets should be so treated. Clothing and blankets treated in this manner and stored away will be free of moth damage for at least one year.

Mothproof upholstered furniture and rugs in the same manner. Clean and remove all spots beforehand. Use a fine spray or mist and cover surface thoroughly. Let all surfaces dry before replacing cushions, using furniture or walking on rugs.
HOW TO OPERATE YOUR

FRESHEN CLOSETS

OTHER THAN THOSE USES PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED, YOU WILL FIND DOZENS AND DOZENS OF OTHER USES FOR YOUR VERSATILE REXAIR. ON THIS AND THE FOLLOWING PAGE ARE LISTED SOME ADDITIONAL HOUSEHOLD JOBS YOUR MACHINE WILL EASILY AND EFFECTIVELY HANDLE.

CLEAN MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, ETC.

TO FRESHEN CLOSETS, WHICH HAVE BECOME STUFFY THROUGH LACK OF AIR CIRCULATION, SIMPLY SET THE REXAIR WITHOUT ATTACHMENTS INSIDE THE CLOSET, ADD AN ODORANT SUCH AS REXAIR'S OIL OF PINE NEEDLES TO THE WATER BASIN IF YOU WISH, TURN ON REXAIR, CLOSE DOOR AND LET MACHINE RUN FOR 15 OR 20 MINUTES.

CLEAN DRAPES AND CURTAINS

USE THE UPHOLSTERY TOOL, WITH OR WITHOUT BRUSH, AND ATTACHED TO HANDLE FOR CLEANING MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, BLANKETS, ETC. USE FULL SUCTION POWER OR USE SUCTION REGULATOR TO REDUCE SUCTION IF NECESSARY.

CLEAN FUR COATS AND CLOTHING

CLEANING DRAPES AND CURTAINs IS EASILY DONE WITH THE UPHOLSTERY TOOL, WITH OR WITHOUT THE UPHOLSTERY BRUSH ATTACHED. FOR DELICATE DRAPERY, REDUCED SUCTION SHOULD BE USED. USE EITHER HANDLE ALONE OR HANDLE AND STRAIGHT WAND SECTION IF MORE WAND-LENGTH IS NEEDED.

CLEAN CAR INTERIOR

FUR COATS AND CLOTHING SHOULD BE PERIODICALLY CLEANED WITH YOUR REXAIR TO PROTECT THEM AND TO RESTORE THEIR ORIGINAL APPEARANCE. USE EITHER THE UPHOLSTERY TOOL OR DUSTING BRUSH FOR SURFACE CLEANING AND THE CREVICE TOOL FOR POCKETS AND CREASES.

GROOM PETS

FOR CLEANING INTERIOR OF AUTOMOBILE USE UPHOLSTERY TOOL— WITH OR WITHOUT BRUSH— FOR SEATS, BACK CUSHIONS AND FLOORS. USE CREVICE TOOL FOR HARD-TO-GET-AT CORNERS AND CREVICES. USE DUSTING BRUSH FOR DASHBOARD, STEERING POST, AROUND WINDOWS, ETC.

PETS—DOGS AND CATS— WILL ENJOY BEING GROOMED BY EITHER THE UPHOLSTERY TOOL OR THE DUSTING BRUSH. DIRT, DUST AND LOOSE HAIR ARE EASILY REMOVED BY REXAIR'S SILENT BUT POWERFUL SUCTION.
Rexair, while washing the air you breathe with dewdrops of cleanliness, swivels on plastic for more convenient handling. You will truly enjoy these Rexair exclusives the more you use the Rexair.

CLEANING SCREENS, for instance, is done so easily, the task in turn becomes a pleasure. Use the Dusting Brush and handle. The dust and dirt are drowned in water—only clean, fresh, washed air is expelled back into the room. And it’s not necessary to tug on the hose to keep the Rexair in a convenient position—it simply swivels around on the smooth, crystal-clear water basin.

Use the Dusting Brush, too, to CLEAN MEN’S HATS. Dust, dirt and lint disappear as if by magic as Rexair’s quiet, powerful suction goes to work.

Dust seems to be especially attracted to the TOPS OF BOOKS. Here again, Rexair’s Dusting Brush quickly and efficiently solves another household problem.

Keeping HOUSE PLANTS clean and fresh looking is quickly and easily accomplished with the Rexair and the Dusting Brush. Reduced suction is recommended. Gentle brushing action is all that is required to remove any collected dust and dirt.

SPRAYING PAINT is handily done with the Rexair Sprayer. Attach hose to BLOWER end and use Sprayer on end of handle. Thin paint to the same consistency used in commercial spray guns. When through painting, CLEAN BOTH JAR AND SPRAYER THOROUGHLY.

The Sprayer is also used for SPRAYING INSECTICIDES, such as Rexair’s REXIMATOR Insect and Fly Spray. The Rexair Sprayer permits the adjustment of spray just as in commercial sprayers, and you will find it surprisingly easy to spray all liquids with greater accuracy and uniformity.
Handy as a pocket in a shirt...

The NEW Rexair Attachments are packed in a specially designed carton that the Rexair Owner converts into a handy-as-a-button carrying case. The case is used both for carrying the attachments from room to room and for storing the attachments when not in use. The Attachment Kit keeps everything together and conveniently at hand at all times, is easy to carry and takes up very little room in the closet.

ATTACHMENT KIT INSTRUCTIONS

To convert the carton, it is necessary that it be emptied completely. First remove the attachments, hose, Owners Manual and then the small, corrugated cardboards.

Notice that the middle of each side of the carton is cut to within ¾” of the top. Finish cutting these side slots with a kitchen knife or single-edge razor blade. Then punch out the two key-tabs and the two small slotted in the bottom of the carton. Carefully fold the carton across the scoring in the middle of the underside so that each half is back to back.

To make the handle, take the small, slotted corrugated cardboard and fold it in the middle, plain side underneath. Push the two small tabs away from the center. Insert the handle through the underside of the carton as far as it will go. Be sure that the handle tabs are turned out so that the handle will stay in position. Now secure both sides of carton in place by inserting the two key-tabs on bottom of carton into the two corresponding slots. As these key-tabs are passed through the slots, they will spring back into their original shape, thereby locking both halves of carton back to back.

Now take the large corrugated cardboard. Fold inward along the two scored lines located about one third the way in from each end, being careful not to bend the middle portion of board. With these two ends down, insert this piece into the “pocket” of Attachment Kit marked with the three instructions, with cut-out holes next to back of kit. This side of kit now has fitted openings for definite parts of the equipment.

The straight wand goes on the side with the small hole, the two curved wands on the opposite side with the larger curved hole. The Rug Tool and Floor Brush fit in the middle, their ends down, with the underside of the tools facing the back of the kit. The Rug Tool takes the larger opening. The Floor Brush socket should face the outside of the carton, rather than the middle, to avoid scarring the face of the Rug Tool.

The opposite side of the kit is in the form of a bin to hold the Crevice Tool, Dusting Brush, Upholstery Tool and Upholstery Brush, and the Sprayer. It’s an ideal place, too, to keep the Owners Manual for handy reference.

The hose, when not in use, should be hung over coat hooks (two are better than one) to keep it in a more natural position and to help lengthen its life.

The Rexair Owner now has an easy-to-use and easy-to-store carrying case for her Rexair attachments. When it becomes necessary to replace the Rexair Attachment Kit, new ones are available for a nominal price at all Rexair Sales and Service Offices throughout the United States and Canada.
PLEASE READ VERY CAREFULLY!

PROPER CARE FOR LONG LIFE OF REXAIR

SEPARATOR—Remove Separator after each use of Rexair. Clean it with an old toothbrush in soap and water, dry it, replace it and tighten screw by hand to hold it firmly in place.

WATER—Do not clean too long with one filling of water. Check water during cleaning, and if water is too thick with lint and dirt, empty dirty water and put in clean water. The correct water level is the top of the post located in the center of the basin. NEVER FILL BASIN ABOVE POST.

BASIN—After each cleaning wash out basin thoroughly, and dry. Leave the Rexair OFF basin until you are ready to use it again. DO NOT PUT THE REXAIR AWAY WITH EITHER WATER OR DIRT IN BASIN.

Neglecting part or all of the above instructions will cause unnecessary trouble and expense for service. Following these instructions will give you years of trouble-free, efficient service without additional expense.

MANUFACTURER'S GUARANTEE

We guarantee each new REXAIR Conditioner and Cleaner to be free from defects in materials and workmanship and agree to replace all parts thereof that shall under normal use and service fail, for any cause, within one year from date of sale, provided examination discloses to our satisfaction that the parts were defective, and provided that said machine shall be returned to an authorized REXAIR Sales and Service Branch or Service Station, transportation prepaid. Such replacement shall not include labor.

This guarantee is expressly in lieu of all other guarantees expressed or implied and of all other obligations on our part and no dealer or REXAIR Sales and Service Branch or Service Station or other person is authorized or permitted to make any guaranty or assume for this company any liability not strictly in accord with the foregoing.

This guaranty shall be good only while the REXAIR Conditioner and Cleaner remains in the hands of the original retail purchaser and shall not apply to any machine which has been tampered with or altered in any way or which has been subjected to misuse, neglect, or accident, or which has the serial number altered, effaced, or removed.

REXAIR DIVISION, WARD INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN
SAVE TIME AND WORRY WITH THESE

HA SSOCK

Rexair's latest in HASSOCKS is designed for modern living. It has a rigid lid support brace and heavily padded lid, a strong steel lid frame with all screws and hinges metal to metal. It has a strong steel body frame and is deep and wide. The HASSOCK comes in beautiful modern colors and its luxurious covering is amazingly easy to clean.

POLISHER-BUFFER

Rexair's all-purpose electric POLISHER-BUFFER is truly a work-saver for the entire family. It polishes floors, scrubs floors, buffs and polishes furniture and polishes cars. It drills and sands—a great help to the handy man of the house. The POLISHER-BUFFER carries a one-year guarantee for replacement or repair, is guaranteed by Good Housekeeping and is approved by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

REXGLO CLEANER

REXGLO CLEANER is ideal for cleaning linoleum, tile or wood floors. No back-breaking scrubbing; just spray on CLEANER and let it loosen wax and dirt. Saves floors by forming a protective seal. Contains no harsh abrasives to wear down surfaces.

REXGLO FLOOR WAX

REXGLO FLOOR WAX is easy to apply; leaves floor beautifully glossy. Just spray on and let dry; no rubbing or polishing is needed. REXGLO protects your floors; will not show water spots.
EASY-TO-USE REXAIR SUPPLIES

REXAIR DOLLY
The Rexair DOLLY puts your Rexair on wheels, makes cleaning faster than ever. Equipped with non-marking, long-lasting casters, the DOLLY glides over rugs and floors with ease ... reduces cleaning effort ... conserves energy ... makes cleaning an even greater pleasure. A rubber guard completely protects your furniture. The Rexair is secured in proper position by rubber friction pads. Add "wings" to your Rexair with Rexair's all-new DOLLY.

REXAIR 4-QUART BASIN
The Rexair 4-QUART BASIN is available for those "bigger cleaning jobs." It's ideal for larger homes, office buildings, hotels, schools, hospitals, etc. The larger water basin doubles cleaning capacity. Your Rexair, so equipped, and used with the Dolly makes an ideal combination for handling those "over-size" cleaning jobs.

REXAIR SHAMPOO
Rexair SHAMPOO quickly removes surface dirt and grease from rugs, carpets and upholstery. Safe for all fine fabrics; non-inflammable. No hard rubbing needed; cleanses thoroughly; dries quickly.

REXAIR PINE NEEDLES
Rexair PINE NEEDLES add a delightful freshness to your home. Simply squeeze one capsule into the water in your Rexair basin and bring mountain-fresh air indoors.

REXIDE, when used as directed, prevents moth damage for at least one year or until laundering. The ingredients penetrate deep into wool fibers, making it unattractive to moths. REXIDE is odorless and non-inflammable.

REXIMATOR, containing 5% DDT, kills flies, mosquitoes, roaches, ants, bedbugs, fleas, etc., when used as directed. One application will kill insects alighting on treated surfaces for as long as several months.

REXAFOMER
The REXAFOMER is the answer to the problem of shampooing your rugs and furnishings right in the home. It fits on the end of the Spray Gun attachment, and turns liquid soap into a fine, rich, clean lather.